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Direct response marketing can be defined as "an interactive system
of marketing which uses one or more advertising
medium to effect a measurable response'.'* In the
1980's and beyond, direct response marketing
promises to be the marketing method of choice in
American business, precisely because it provides
a measurable response. This book has been produced by S.D. Warren as a reaction to the rising
interest in direct response as a medium. The
Handbook is intended to be a general production
guide, but it also covers creative approaches and
theories. The case histories throughout the book
demonstrate not only what to do, but how to do it,
and the initial historical chapter may surprise
you... the idea of direct response marketing has
been around for centuries!

*"Fact Book on Direct Marketing',' Direct Marketing Association, ©1985.
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Historical Introduction

Mailorder
The roots of mail order date back to the Middle Ages* In 1498,
Aldus Manutius of Venice, a publisher,
brought out a catalog of 15 texts which he
had published, which were the precursors
of the paperback books of today. Perhaps
this was the seed of an idea for Book of the
Month Club or Literary Guild!
Seed and nursery catalogs were in existence as early as 1667,
when William Lucas, an English gardener,
mailed a printed price list of available
seeds and plants. This phenomena spread
to the colonies, where a catalog of fruit
trees was published in 1771 by William
Prince of Flushing, Long Island. Even our
Founding Fathers began to participate at
this point, as George Washington visited
Prince's gardens in 1791 and Thomas
Jefferson was a regular mail order buyer of
plants, both in the American Colonies
and in Europe.
Benjamin Franklin published a catalog, in 1744, of "near six
hundred volumes in most faculties and
sciences" from his Library Company of
Philadelphia. This catalog is remarkable
for several reasons, not the least of which
is its use of the concept of "satisfaction
guaranteed."
Orvis, still a flourishing mail order company today, was one of
several companies that began to sell sporting goods and fishing eguipment through
the mail in New England in the 1830's and
40's. By the end of the Civil War, mail order
activity had expanded to other parts of
the country, and mail order ads were even
being carried by some magazines.

(*"A History of Direct Marketing," Nat
Ross, Professor of Marketing, New York
University, ©1985.)

But the real beginning of mail order was a result of the experiences of a traveling salesman in the Midwest, named Montgomery Ward. He
published a catalog sheet that listed 163
items right after the Civil War. Within two
years, the catalog grew to 8 pages, and
then to 72 pages. By 1884, the catalog
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contained 240 pages with thousands of
items, almost every one of which was illustrated with a woodcut.
Thus began the modern era of mail order.. .and perhaps the
era of personalization, too. One customer
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wrote the following in a letter to Montgomery Ward:
"I suppose you wondered why we haven't ordered anything
from you since the Fall. Well, the cow kicked
my arm and broke it, and besides my wife
was sick, and there was the doctor bill. But
now, thank God, that is paid and we are all
well again, and we have a fine new baby
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boy, and please send plush bonnet number
29d8077..."
He received a personalized reply expressing regrets about the
broken arm, pleasure that the wife had
recovered, congratulations on the son and
acknowledgement of the order for the bonnet, plus an inquiry as to whether the
customer had noticed the anti-cow-kicker
shown in the catalog.
Both Montgomery Ward and their competitor, Sears Roebuck,
benefited from the post-Civil War industrial
growth. In the latter part of the 19th century,
catalogs became a dynamic form of direct
response marketing. The Sears and Wards
catalogs have been called "illustrated
encyclopedias of social history." Mail order,
with its policy of presenting a great variety
of products at a fair price with service and
satisfaction guaranteed, is now a fixture of
the American marketplace as well as the
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American psyche.

Direct Mail
The first known envelope was a Babylonian clay tablet
wrapper from the year 2000 BC; this and
other discoveries give us an indication
that some forms of direct business communications were in existence among the
Assyrians, Babylonians and Persians
during ancient times.
In Colonial America, there were orders sent to England for
books, tea leaves, and musket balls. Pony

WANTED

for direct mail in the early West. By the
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1870's, a number of firms were using direct

Wiry fellows n o t

mail to advertise their wares, aided by the

over 18.

advance of penny postage, which began in

Must be expert riders,
willing to risk death
daily. Orphans preferred.
Wages $25.00 per week

Express and the stagecoach were vehicles

1872 (those were the good old days!).
Direct mail as we know it today was made
possible by the invention of the typewriter
in 1867
Between 1880 and 1930 there was a huge leap in the advancement of direct mail. The first lettershops,
Business Address Company (1880) and
R.L. Polk & Co. (1890) were founded. In
1891, the National Cash Register Company,
one of the first users of the medium, mailed
4,000,000 pieces, used to obtain qualified
business leads for its salespeople.
Homer J. Buckley, the man who coined the term "direct mail,"
founded Buckley-Dement in 1905 as the
first company to offer professional direct
mail creative services; and in 1921 Leonard
J. Raymond established Dickie-Raymond,
an advertising agency that offered direct
mail services in addition to general
advertising.
The Direct Marketing Association, originally known as the
Direct Mail Advertising Association, was
founded in 1917, and in 1928 came the

most important event of all—the establishment of the third class bulk mailing rate.
The First World War and the ensuing decade of the 1920's
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brought many cultural changes to the
United States, including waves of immigration and an interest in philosophy and
education, literature and art. To take
advantage of this phenomenon, Sherman
and Maxwell Sackheim founded the Book
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of the Month Club in 1926. The Club flourished over the next 50 years, expanding
into subsidiary clubs and even selling
related products such as typewriters.
After the Second World War, the United States economy
boomed in an unprecedented fashion. A
revolution of rising expectations bloomed
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along with the political rebellion of the 50's
and 60's. The growth and affluence of the
middle class set the stage for the great
direct mail boom. Time-Life Books was
founded in the 50's to supply the more educated and affluent with quality "coffee
table" books.

OS
The Franklin Mint began its direct mail promotion of precious
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metals in the form of coins and ingots.
Throughout the 60's, 70's and 80's, its
product line expanded to all kinds of collectibles, including the Franklin Library,
which featured leather-bound literary classics. The first test mailing for the Franklin
Library was sent to the Franklin Mint's
active collectors list and to the American
Express®list, offering 100 classics at $28
each. Thirty-two thousand of the three million prospects responded affirmatively,
generating $90 million in commitments for
the books. With a current database of over
21/2 million names, Franklin Mint continues
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to be one of the true direct marketing success stories.
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The credit card revolution of the 1950's was another spur to
the growth of direct response marketing.
Airlines, gasoline companies, banks and
"travel and entertainment" companies
have been the most prolific distributors of
cards in the United States. The first "travel
and entertainment" card was established
in 1950 by Diners Club® founded by Al
Bloomingdale and Ralph Schneider, followed by American Express in 1958 and
Carte Blanche® in 1959. Bank of America led
the way with the first bank credit card in
1958, followed by other banks throughout
the country in the 60's and 70's.
In the 80's, who can imagine a world without a Visa® or
MasterCard®? These cards' impact on
direct response marketing, as well as on
the marketing of high-ticket merchandise
through the mail, cannot be overestimated.
For example, American Express is the single largest client of
the New York City Post Office; the American
Express Merchandise Division sells quality
products to cardholders through the mail,
as do banks (such as Citicorp with its CitiDollars), and airlines with their in-flight
catalogs. Banks now even offer benefits
such as automobile clubs and life insurance to their established cardmembers, all
marketed through the mail.

Direct Response Media
From the late 40's onward, direct mail increased exponentially
in volume, quantity and variety of formats,
including the use of new promotional techniques—stamps, tokens, sweepstakes,
coupons, statement stuffers and package
inserts. During the 60's and 70's, direct
mail continued to be the basis of the multimedia revolution, aided by the development
of the computer, ZIP codes and census

tracts, which were used for market

opposed to "mail order" or "direct mail"

segmentation.

came into vogue. According to Professor

Direct response advertising in magazines and newspapers

Ross, the first public use of the term "direct

took a great leap forward in 1959, when

marketing" was in a speech by Lester

Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline produced a

Wunderman to the Hundred Million Club

four-page, bound-in card stock centerfold

(now the Direct Marketing Club of New

insert with a perforated BRC, which

York) in 1961. He said, "I believe the term

appeared in TV Guide. This ad (for Colum-

'direct marketing' is more appropriate than

bia Record Club) introduced a production

mail-order selling... direct marketing is

technique that opened up new print

where the advertising and buying become

possibilities, including bind-in inserts in

a single action... direct marketing is still

a wide variety of forms. It contributed,

on the debit side in most advertising and

as well, to the growth of free-standing news-

marketing forums... (But) the future of

paper inserts in the 60's—mini-magazines

direct marketing is bright. It represents a

or ad inserts that are dropped or bound

significant—perhaps a revolutionary-

into a periodical.

transformation in our economy."

The introduction of the 60-second commercial time limit in
radio in the 50's and 60's contributed
greatly to the advance of direct response

Summary
More prophetic words could not have been spoken, as those of

radio advertising. More specifically targeted

you who will be users of this handbook

markets have become available in radio in

must know. The purpose of this book is to

the 80's, and it has been a highly cost-

educate advertising professionals about

effective direct response advertising

the technologies of direct response market-

medium for advertisers like the Wall Street

ing, specifically those that deal with ink on

Journal, Smithsonian, and American

paper in direct mail. In direct mail, more

Heritage.

than any other advertising medium, learn-

Direct response television began in the 50's with a series of

ing the technology is the true secret of its

heavy-handed "pitchmen," but as the dec-

mastery. Production of direct mail is more

ades proceeded, the quality as well as the

complex, and at the same time more

quantity of direct response advertising

important in terms of cost-effectiveness,

on television increased. It has been useful

than the production of even the most beau-

for many companies in direct sales, lead

tiful multi-color magazine ad.

generation, and even as a medium for
support of a direct mail campaign.
Reader's Digest was largely responsible for the development of

S.D. Warren has traditionally pursued education of the advertising community as a primary goal. It is
our hope that use of this "Handbook of

the latter technique, which was effectively

Direct Response Production" can be a true

used by Publisher's Clearing House, Time-

learning experience for our customers,

Life Books and hundreds of others.

and that it can be the beginning of many

With the growth of television and radio advertising, the term
"direct response" or "direct marketing," as

great looking and highly effective direct
mail packages.
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The outgoing envelope has been called the most important
piece in a direct mail package, because it's
the first thing the recipient sees. If you
don't grab that person's attention right then
and there, the chances are that the package will go into the wastebasket unopened.
Creatively, there are many approaches to this challenge.
Gevalia Kaffe's Import Service mailing
makes it clear with the outer envelope that
there is a trial membership inside. The
membership card shows through the window with the recipient's name and address
already on the card.
The real creative fun, though, comes with the challenge of
using teaser copy and exciting visuals to
capture the reader's attention. Teaser copy
can intrigue and entice the reader into
opening the envelope as in Frankel &
Company Group Creative Director Bruce
Stephen's OGE teaser... "Have we got
a great pick-up line for you..." worked
perfectly on the Automatic Pick-Up
Package for Federal Express. Bruce
points out "Federal Express agreed, they
loved it... and it worked."
The outgoing envelope for 3M's "Scratch and Sniff" product
mailing has a powerful teaser line that
demonstrates the product's attributes right
there on the envelope, along with a visual
of a woman's attractive face. The woman's

3M promotes

face is lacking a nose, and the teaser

"Scratch 'n

line is: "Are you overlooking a powerful

Sniff" with

sales tool?"

disappearing

Of course, the prospect's attention can be captured with visu-

olfactory sales

als as well as, or even instead of, copy.

tools, while

Visually, an odd-size format, one with an

Federal Express

unusual window configuration or especially

entices secre-

good graphics, can make your message

taries with their

stand out from the other mail competing for

"great pick-up

the recipient's attention. Take a look at

line."
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First Class |
U.S. Postage

PAID
Chicago, Illinois
Permit No. 1

Mr. Sample A. Sample
Company
100 Main St
Anytown, AN 0 1 2 3 4
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'1989

ALENDAR
umane Society of the United Sta

X e ,ox

Corporal

Lowe-Marschalk's "lunch bag" envelope
for Xerox. That would certainly stand out in
a pile of business mail. Its cleverly die-cut
lunch bag ties into their theme of "eating
the competition's lunch." It's fun to receive a
package like this—even the most jaded will
probably open it out of curiosity.
The use of poly-bag envelopes should not be overlooked, as
demonstrated here with the Humane Society's 1989 Calendar. One way to ensure that
the recipient sees the content of your envelope is to make the envelope transparent.

Production Notes
Envelopes pose a particular problem for the production manager, especially if he or she hasn't
produced a mailing package before. The
first thing for a new production person to do
is to familiarize themselves with the standard envelope sizes that can be mass
produced and the standard window positioning within those envelopes. A template
can be obtained from most envelope suppliers that outlines standard sizes and
window positions, and the illustration on
These cuddly

page 17 graphically demonstrates often-

puppies, visible

used envelope sizes.
Once you have this basic information, how do you determine

through the
-

what type of envelope might be appropriate

lope, make

for your product and how to produce it? If

opening the

you are doing a small mailing, you can pur-

Humane Soci-

chase ready-made non-window envelopes

ety's calendar

in standard sizes on almost any paper

mailing hard to

stock commercially available and simply

resist, and this

print them via the lithographic process or

clever "lunch

dry jet printing. Dry jet printing is relatively

bag" envelope

inexpensive, but when using it you should

attracts atten-

avoid copy that bleeds over the edge of the

tion tor Xerox

envelope's fold or into the window. The pro-

FAX machines.

cess works well for a one- or two-color job,
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as long as you stay away from heavy solids
and type smaller than 6 point. You can buy
standard window envelopes in certain
sizes, like #9, #10 and 6x9, but stock

env

choices are usually limited to white wove
and other uncoated papers.
If your run is large enough to justify specially made envelopes, and your time frame is long enough
to allow for it, then you can indulge your
creative director and produce something
exciting like some of the samples we've
discussed in this chapter. Most of the samples illustrated here were produced by the
"print and convert" method.This simply
means that they were offset printed and
then sent to an envelope supplier to be diecut, folded, glued and converted into an
envelope. Through this process, the production manager could guarantee a quality
image and an unusual size envelope.

shaped flap.

As in any production process, however, there are limitations
and cautions to be observed. Be sure,
when planning a special envelope, to bring
together your printer, your envelope supSide seam

plier, and your art director. The envelope

envelope with

supplier can instruct the printer on such

square flap.

important matters as grain direction, bleed,
die cutting marks, etc. Also, the envelope
company can create a template showing
the printer exactly how to strip the enve-

Double window

lopes up on the sheet (this applies to either

envelope with

V

J

web or sheetfed) and let your art director

gothic or baro-

{

)

know any limitations that might be

nial flap.

imposed on the design by the die cutting
o

Continuous
formenvelope
with hex flap.
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and converting process. This should be
done every time you produce a new envelope through this method, because the
template changes depending on envelope
size, press size, and the amount and location of ink coverage. The manufacture of a

#11(4V2"XW%")

#W(4Ve"X9V2")

#9(3Ve"X87/8")
#8s/s(35/s"X85/s")

# 73A or Monarch (37k" X 7V2")

#7(33/4"X63A")
#63A(35/8"X61/2")
#6% (3V2"X 6")

0~^---***^.,--

scale
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At right is a diagram showing
the ink and glue
patterns for a
6"'x9"'side
seam envelope.
After the envelopes are
printed on the
sheet, according to a layout
provided by the
converter, the
sheet goes to
the converter
for die-cutting,
gluing, window
patching and
forming into
envelopes,
(see second
diagram).

m

special die, for either an odd-size envelope
or a non-standard window, can take several
weeks, so it's best to have a planning
meeting with your art director well in
advance of production.
What makes direct mail so fascinating is that it is an interactive medium. When designing a direct mail
package, the envelope can't be dealt with
by itself—how the envelope interacts with
the other pieces in the package is the
important issue. For example:
1. Will you have to do a special color match between the envelope and other pieces in the package? The
piece that is finished first must be taken
along on press as a "match" for the
remaining pieces. Chances are that some
of the elements in your package will be
printed on coated stock, and some on
uncoated; making a color match between
the two may require mixing special inks
rather than specifying a color by number.
2. Are the other elements sized properly so that they can be
mechanically inserted into the envelope?
You should allow for at least V*" on either
side i.e., if the envelope is 91/4" wide, the
pieces to be inserted should be no wider
than 83/4," and preferably smaller if there
will be several inserts.
3. How will the envelope be addressed? Do you have to coordinate the position of the name/address on
the letter with the position of the window? If
it is going to be labeled, will the labels stick
to the type of stock you have selected?
Some labels and stamps won't stick to a
solid ink-covered surface. If it is going to
be personalized by laser, impact printer or
ink jet, have you coordinated with the company performing that function to be sure
that you have met their criteria concerning
size, paper stock and position?
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Response: Business Reply Mail

The business reply card (BRC) is the vehicle for, in sales
terms, "asking for the order" or "closing
the sale'.' How strongly the copywriter
states that request depends on the products he's selling and the audience to
whom he's speaking. Visually, the BRC is
an important attention-getting device;
often there are "involvement devices"
to encourage customer response—
we will cover these in a later chapter.
The business reply envelope (BRE), on the other hand,
is primarily a production concern; this
is a tactical matter, not a strategic one.
This is the workhorse that actually brings
back the customer's reply; it should
be designed for efficiency and ease of
response.
When your customer is not required to send in any information that is confidential, like credit
information, then a BRC is the most costeffective method of retrieving the information. The self-mailer by Pickett &
Associates for the DHL Customs Primer
has a really well-designed response card.
It emphasizes that the product is free, has
a nice clear area for the customer to fill
out, and does double duty by picking up
some valuable information about the customer, as well. They have used a dull
coated stock, which is easy to fill out with
ballpoint pen, and they made sure that
the paper calipered .007, the minimum that
the Post Office will presently accept for
Business Reply Cards.
The return envelope designed for Bank of America's Apollo
program (pictured on page 51) shows that
the BRE can be designed to fit in with a
whole cohesive package. It is printed on a
cream vellum and looks very classy, but it
meets all the format requirements. A return
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bleed over the
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envelope, but
must have a
minimum of V2r/
visible on the
envelope face,

Leave at least

Bar Code area
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The bottom of
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must be kept

must be
1

//

1
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must be 4"
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envelope and

clear of all

± /w from

the address.

printing other

bottom of the

min. from the

than the prop-

envelope.

right edge of the

erly printed

envelope.

Bar Code.
Note: This is only a diagram; check with your post office representative for the print reflectance difference required between paper and printing.

envelope is a must if the customer is
returning a) confidential information;
b) checks; or c) a credit card number or
bank account number.

Production Notes
Formats for correct Business Reply Mail are pictured on the
opposite page. The elements with which
you should be especially concerned are:
1. The FIM Bars (Facing Identification Marks). These are the
vertical bar code patterns printed on the
upper right portion of the Business Reply
piece. FIM B is used on Business Reply
Mail that does not carry the Zip + 4 bar
code and FIM C (illustrated), is used
Horizontal idenon that which does carry the Bar Code.
tification bars
2. Business Reply Legend. This should always read "Business
must be at least
Reply Mail" unless your mail qualifies for
1" in depth, but
the lower card rate. Cards must be recnot extend
below the deliv-

tangular, not greater than 41/4" x 6" nor
smaller than 31/2" x 5." Larger cards can be

ery address line
mailed, but must say "Business Reply
to avoid OCR
Mail" and pay the full First Class rate.
interference.
3. Zip + 4 Bar Code. Location and makeup of the bar codes
should follow the postal regulations on the
accompanying diagram (opposite).
4. The format chart on these pages should be followed for
reference, but for updated information,
every production manager should subscribe to the Domestic Mail Manual, which
can be ordered from the Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 20402-9371.
Be sure when designing your package that there is room on
your response device for all the information that you require. If your response
device or coupon is being mailed back
in a Business Reply Envelope, be sure
that it fits easily into the BRE without
being folded.
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Personal Touches: The Letter
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The letter is, of course, the heart of any direct mail package.
This is the writer's opportunity to speak
directly to the customer, in personal terms,
about the offer and to spell out the benefits of the product.
There has always been debate about the merits of a lengthy
letter as opposed to a short letter. In general, your offer is the key. Note the
contrasting copy approaches in the Citicorp Reinvestment letter featured in this
chapter and the letter for Hines Farley
Yachts. The reinvestment letter explains a
fairly complex financial procedure, while
Hines Farley previews their upcoming
sportfishing boat in a familiar way. Both
visually and verbally, the approach is dif-

woo*''"

ferent, but they work equally well.

Any Company

Dear Citicorp Cust

•mer:

, t h e i irst to

^eciaf^estment ^ r t u n i t ™

details on a

I t ' s called the Citicorp Stock Purchase and Divid
a Citicorp c

SrS.

3 financial services company
ering high-quality services
e the Stock Purchase and Dividend

fflost profitable invest

in the world. He'

measures of a corp

Citicorp stock valu

P 500-stock index over

asily than ever befo

Now you can purcha
important investmer t S a g e s ^

- e s

To enroll, simply i l l out the appl
rack o

ubstantially

challenge for a direct response production

uiiy in the

manager is to merely keep up with the

staled

performance, with t h e l t o S ^ r c S f 'and \™ £ n d

Reinvest

changes in the technologies of personnan.

Sincerely,

alization. There are three basic types of
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The length and

/John S. Reed/
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jet. There are variations within the
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HINESfFARLEY
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three, and they each have very different

, N C.

your product
and offer. The
Citicorp Rein-

personalization used in direct response
letters: computer impact, laser, and ink

style of letter

completely on

Since most letters today are personalized, they are no longer
a simple production task. The greatest

ceased

approximately 10%

Production Notes

requirements.
Now, many people tend to take a wait-and-see attitude when
they hear about a new boat. Then again, there are some who like
to get the inside story early. So to give you a preview, we've
enclosed two drawings of the New Hines-Farley. We are also
providing you the opportunity to receive a package of key
information including:

vestment letter

Computer impact printing was for years the most common
form of personalization. The printer used
in impact printing works on the same the-

t under 60 feet.

is full of neces-

ory as a typewriter—there is a ribbon

sary information,

which is struck by keys to form an impres-

; find in productio

while the Hines
Farley Yachts
letter is very
friendly and
familiar.

sion on the paper. This printer is driven
n you, good fishing,

/^^^

C^^y^S^
Pete Farley

Lso have the Hull #3 (open flybridge) available
;arly 1989 delivery and are currently developing a
;-Farley in the 60 foot class.

/

by a computer tape which has been programmed with the individual names,
addresses, and other personalization variables. This method is less expensive

than laser print for long runs, and is still
used for this reason. Letters that are going
to be impact personalized must be offset
printed as a fanfolded continuous form.
Laser personalization is really the "state of the art" today.
Some laser printers personalize on a fanfolded continuous form, and others require
sheeted stock. There are advantages and
disadvantages to each method; in general, the continuous form lasers run faster
for large runs, but some sheetfed equip-

Impact

ment can personalize duplex (both sides
of the sheet) which is required for particular formats. On either sheetfed or
continuous form it is possible to "rotate"
the font to achieve particular personalization goals. The other variable to be
considered in laser personalization is the
use of a "hot" laser vs. a "cold" laser.
"Hot" laser equipment fuses the image to
the paper with heat while "cold" lasers
use freon to accomplish this. The advantage of cold lasers is that they are able to
run coated stock, as well as forms with
labels or foil stamping, more easily
because there is no heat involved in the

Laser

process. Because of the extreme heat,
special wax free inks are required on
forms that will be personalized by most
hot lasers.
Ink jet personalization is used primarily when you are producing a complex format that is run rollto-roll on the press and personalized
in-line. This is a dot matrix process and
in most cases, doesn't have as crisp a
look as laser printing. It is used very economically on catalog mail order blanks
and catalog covers that are addressed
on the bindery line. The process is also
used successfully on snap-packs and

Inkjet
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other closed-face formats. (More about
this in Chapter 8).
How would you plan a personalized letter? There has to

Preprinted
return address
and logo.

be very close coordination between the
art director, the production manager,
the printer, the tape supplier, and the lettershop or service bureau that will be

Name/Address

doing the personalization. As usual, your

Block: It is

suppliers can be your very best allies and

positioned to show

teachers. The printer should provide you

through the

with a "forms chart" or template (see dia-

envelope window.

gram on page 29) on which you can lay
out your letter to ensure that the name and
Salutation: This
address will, in fact, show through the
is the opportunity
window when folded, and that all the varito address the
ables will fit as the art director has
planned. Be sure that you know whether
the name/address will be four or five lines

recipient by
name.

deep, and take movement of the pieces
within the envelope into consideration
when planning your window position.
Body of the
For impact printing, there are 10 characters per inch and
each line is 1/6 inch deep. However, laser
printers measure in picas, and can print
in a variety of sizes, so you should have
specific information from your supplier

letter: This
indicates full
print letter as
opposed to
"matchfill."

before you begin:
1. What type of equipment will this job be run on? Will it
require continuous form or sheets?
2. What size and image area restrictions are there? Every
type and model of printer has a slightly
different requirement.
3. Is there anything unusual about this letter? Does it run on
coated stock, and if so, has this stock ever
been run successfully through this particular laser printer? Are there labels, cards,

Preprinted

or anything affixed to the form that could

Signature

hang up the laser printer? It's always a
good idea to run some blank stock through
the printer to find out in advance if there

S.D. Warren Company
A Subsidiary of Scott Paper Company
225 Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

WARREN
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are any problems. If there will be labels
or cards on the letter, these should be
affixed to the blank stock and tested as
well. This adds cost to the budget and
time to the schedule, but it's less costly
and time-consuming than a production
disaster!
1

4.

I your letter be a single page or will it have multiple
pages? The method for bursting, trimming
and folding the letter should be worked out
with all suppliers at the time of design,
because this determines the page layout
and cost.

After continuous forms are
personalized,
they must be
burst and
trimmed. This
means bursting
the horizontal
perfs to form
individual
sheets, and
trimming off th<

5. Wi I there be a tear-off coupon or response device? Discuss the perfs carefully with your
suppliers, especially if you are printing on
coated stock. The bursting pert must be
weaker than the internal pert, or the forms
could pull apart during bursting.
I the response device be part of the letter, intended to
trim off after personalization? If so, your
supplier may have particular requirements
for trimming and folding that you need to
be aware of.
7. Are you planning to laser print both sides of the letter

line holes on

(duplex), or do you plan to laser one side

either side.

and print the rest of the message offset on
the back? If so, you will need "letter art"—
a full print-out of the body of the letter,

If you're plan-

lasered on plain white stock, for your

ning to nest one

forms printer. This letter art should be at

part of the

the press when you do your press check so

form within the

that you can make sure that what is offset

other, the

printed on the back of the letter is the

form should be

same density and intensity as the copy

short-folded

laser imprinted on the front. This letter

and the excess

art should also be signed off by your client

trimmed to form

for accuracy of copy and to indicate that

two separate

the client is satisfied with the quality of

pieces.

the image.

Continuous Feed
Laser Printer
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Specifications
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Pizzaz: The Involvement Device

/

*Sf/

Involving the customer and encouraging him or her to send

33

a response is, of course, the initial goal of
direct marketing. Even a "no" response
can be valuable in terms of list analysis
and customer profiling. With this in mind,
what are some exciting ways to get the
recipient involved enough to respond?
This can be done, as we've discussed,
through exciting teaser copy and headlines, through "grab-'em" graphics, and
even more importantly, through a great
product and offer. To lift our response
even further, we can use the subject of
this chapter, the "involvement device'.'
Appropriate creative approaches and strategies have to

The customer

begin with the product and its designated

peels the clear

target market. Involvement devices

sticker from

aren't appropriate to every audience; one

the mailer...

example of their effective and highly
appropriate use is a self-mailer produced
by Cohn & Wells of San Francisco for
Pacific Bell. The objective of the package
was to persuade customers to call Pacific
Bell and sign up for a special discount
calling plan. The challenge was to graphically illustrate to Pac Bell customers,
scattered all over the state of California,
what cities would fall within their discount calling area. A peel-off sticker was
produced (see illustration) that the customer could pick up and lay over his
home town on the map, outlining the

then lays the

areas that could be called under the dis-

target from the

count calling plan. This illustrates the

sticker over his

point to the customer, and it solves a pro-

home town on

duction dilemma by making it possible to

the map and

print fewer versions. The customer out-

demonstrates

lines the calling area himself, according

for himself his

to agency principal Brad Wells.

personal "call-

Involvement devices give both the creative team and the

ing area."
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FINAL
When the
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Ortho package
is closed, the
reader sees the

I

ugly grass
through the
window

1

1 1

1

in flower beds, ground covers and

\

When he pulls
the tab, the
grass is gone
...an instant
"product
demonstration!"

KILLS PESKY GRASSESROOTS AND ALL!
SAFE FOR A WIDE VARIETY
OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.
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customer a chance to have some fun. In
an Ortho mailing for "Grass-B-Gone',' the
agency came up with a clever way to make
the mailing fun and involving. As you can
see by the illustration on page 34, when
the package is opened from the right side,
the "grass" which shows through the
window is gone. This is certainly more
eye-catching than most business mail,
and few could resist playing with it for at
least a few minutes and providing their
own demonstration of the product's purpose. Production manager Suzanne
Hansen indicates that although it wasn't
the easiest package she ever produced, it
pulled a good response and caused a
decided lift in "Grass-B-Gone" sales.
This Community Kitchens Gourmet Coffee Club mailing
involved the recipient from the moment it
was received. The "zip-open" envelope
allows you to open the bag of coffee
Have a perfect cup ofgourmet coffee on us!

beans on the envelope, and reveals the
Free Gift sticker through the window on
the front. When opened, the well-written
letter explains the benefits of the Community Kitchens coffee. The primary
benefit is freshness, so the stickers offer
a choice of free gifts that augment that
freshness benefit—a coffee grinder or
coffee canister. The recipient selects his

The free gift

gift, affixes the label to the Enrollment

sticker shows

Form and becomes a member of the

through the

club... it's painless and fun. The enroll-

window of this

ment form is especially well-designed

Community

because it shows the gifts again and out-

Kitchens enve-

lines the area for the label.

lope, which zips

Cards that pert out of a letter, pop-ups like the AT&T pay

open the bag of

phone on page 36, and even "scratch

coffee beans on

and sniff" are other involvement devices

the reverse (not

that have been used successfully in

pictured).

Basse aperfect cup of gourmetcoffee on
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In this AT&T
"phonebooth"
the dimensional
pop-up plays off
the teaser line
"Find out what's
behind it" and
reveals the story
behind the
phone.

direct response. It is wise to remember,
though, that these tend to add to the
expense of a package, and must be tailored for the audience. All the examples
illustrated in this chapter worked well
because they demonstrated something
that the customer needed to know in
order to respond.

Production Notes
The main production considerations when determining
whether to use an involvement device are
time and money. In order to manufacture
a package with an involvement device,
your production schedule has to be at
least 3-4 weeks longer than for the same
package without the device.
These types of devices definitely add to the cost of a package, as well, and should only be used
when its ability to lift the response is
tested and proven and when the cost of
the product being sold is high enough to
justify an expensive method of sale.
Peel-off labels, for example, usually take 4-6 weeks to produce. These are printed on label stock (be
sure to designate gloss, dull or uncoated)
and die-cut in their particular shape on a
roll of release paper. These rolls are then
put on label-affixing equipment and
affixed to the forms. Some considerations
when using labels:
1. Have you planned a long enough schedule? The rest of
the package has to be designed and
approved before label manufacture, as
you need to confirm that the labels will fit
into their designated position. Then a die
has to be made (usually a 10-day to 2week proposition) and the labels produced. Be sure to order plenty of overs
when you order labels (15% is a

37

rule of thumb). There is a lot of spoilage
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in setting up a label application job,
especially if there are several versions
which, in effect, have to be set up
each time.
2. Have you checked with the company that is affixing the
labels to see what their parameters are?
There are many, many variations in the
types of affixing equipment, formats,
rules and regulations. The cardinal rule of
production, "Don't assume anything"
definitely applies here.
3. Does the surface of the paper to which you are affixing
the label accept the label; in other words,
will it stick? This is a consideration when
using perf-outs with glue on the back,
too—make sure when press-checking
them that the glue will stick to the piece
to which it's going to be affixed.
4. Do you want the label to be able to be picked up again
and re-used? Do you care if the release
paper is visible?
5. Have you given the manufacturer of a "perf-out" or
"pop-up" a stat for making the die? You
should do this at least two weeks in
advance of production. Your supplier
There are several types of
multi-ply labels
available.
Variables to
consider include
clear base vs.
opaque base,
number of plies,
and different
paper stocks.

should be able to provide you with both a
dummy of the piece as it should be set
up and instructions on how to put
together the mechanical.
6. Is your device a plastic or paper membership card or
credit card? If so, a whole new set of challenges arises. For paper cards, ask
yourself (and your vendor) if the stock
you're using for the card is suitable for a
tip-on. It must be affixed so that it can be
peeled off without curling up or holding
glue on the back of the card. Some production managers have found that
varnish on the back of the card makes it

stronger and easier to peel off.
7. How should the form be set up for the card? Ask your

You may choose
to vary the

forms printer and whoever is affixing the

number of teeth

card to make up a template for you. Some

per inch in a

equipment can affix cards two-up and

perforation,

some can't; some need roll-to-roll for

depending upon

application on a collator and others can

the weight of

take a continuous form or sheet. As in

the stock, the

any production procedure, it's best to

production

make a dummy of the card, carrier and

processes, and

anything else in the package including an

the end use of

envelope of the same stock they'll be

the piece. In

printed on. This allows everyone in the

general, more

production process, from supplier to

teeth to the

art director to client, to handle it and

inch means a

foresee any potential problems or

finer perf.

miscommunications.
8. Are your cards going to be personalized? If so, be sure you
understand the methods of personalization that will work and how the card
should be positioned to make this work.
Plastic cards have to be embossed with
the information, and then applied to the
forms. If the forms are personalized,
some method of matching has to be
worked out to place the right card on the
right form.
And lastly, on the subject of perfs... whether you're asking
your customer to pert out a small stamp
or a large card, you'll need to test the

When tipping

stock in advance to be sure that it will

on a paper card,

hold the perf, and determine just the right

confirm the

number of teeth to the inch and the right

position of the

configuration to hold the card snugly

card on the

through printing, bursting and folding,

form, and be

but still be easily perfed out by the cus-

sure to allow a

tomer. It's wise to allow time and money

non-varnished

for at least two tests on blank stock.

area on the

Finally, be sure the card will fit in the customers' wallet,
rolodex, etc. once they perf it out.

card for
personalization.
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6 teeth to the inch

14 teeth to the inch
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Promotion: The Color Impact Piece
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The color piece is the most glamorous part of a direct

Cruise wit
and inemc

mail package; this is where the customer actually sees the product in
*S£
action, in all its glory. If the letter
spells out the details, then the color
piece "sells the sizzle'.' Generally
speaking, this piece is short on words
and long on gorgeous visuals.
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Depending on the product, the color piece can be as

*****
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simple as a buck slip or as complex
as a 16-page saddle-stitched brochure. Once again, the product and

tfs-ss*3.
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the audience determine the appropriate package design.
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Pictured here is an elaborate and very beautiful package
**S£t*M
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designed for Princess Cruises.
-

Because the cruises are expensive
(they are asking the customer to commit several thousand dollars) they
have very fittingly chosen to portray
the product—cruises to the South
Pacific and the Orient—in an elegant
fashion. Note that all of the pieces in
the package, including the letter and
outer envelope, are in full four color
process. The use of Japanese
illustrations as a background, and the
fan shape of the brochure, give the
whole package the sumptuous feel of
a luxury cruise to exotic places.
This package was quite expensive to produce, and the
inserting of the odd-shaped pieces
was a bit of a production challenge.
But ultimately, the package served
its purpose well. It was mailed to
Princess' list of Cruisemasters, who
are frequent, longtime customers,
and they really responded to it. The
number of bookings generated by the
piece definitely justified the cost.

MVie
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; most beautifiil
all in all the world

the exciting routes
you'll travel as
jthe Island Princess
cruises the South Pacific

on her 'inaugural journey
to the enticing,
glamorous Orient.

Choose the itinerary
that will bring you
the vacation of your
lifetime in 1987...
on Princess.

This Princess
Cruises package
portrays the look and
feel of a luxurious
cruise to the Orient.
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The Monitor 1000
Wdthw

Nike demonstrates a
product that is
difficult to visualize with this
impactful color
broadside.

Breakthrough microchip electronics ai
ultrasound technology to monitor you
and report it to you!

The color piece in a mailing is often used for a premium or coupon offer. In a follow-up
mailing to buyers of Polaroid
Impulse cameras, brilliant color was
used to make the offer of free enlargements and $1.00 off on Polaroid
film. A "mini-catalog" of Polaroid
accessories is also included, with
the same great colors. The use of
color here is absolutely natural and
necessary, as they're selling color
photography.
One obvious use for color in a direct mail package is to
help the customer understand what
the product looks like. The Nike
Monitor 1000 is a difficult product to
explain in words (although their letter does a great job) but the color
photography in the accompanying
broadside says it all.
The First Edition Library uses color for impact on the
outer envelope as an incentive to
explore the quality books offered
inside. The broadside, its photography perfectly propped with
period accessories, makes the
merchandise look irresistible. "The
response to the mailing was overwhelming," says Meg Fidler of Clark
Direct. "The copy approach had a
tone that made the reader feel unique
in his appreciation of books and
reading—people appreciate that."

Production Notes
Since we are making the assumption that our readers
are familiar with the production of
collateral materials, we won't need to
cover much in the way of production
pitfalls. Color printing lends itself to
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This photo
demonstrates
an excellent
colormatchon
coated and
un coated
stocks. This
was accomplished by a
special ink
match.
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the use of coated paper, and the quality of the paper is reflected in the
quality of your finished product. Your
paper merchant can help in selecting
the right paper for each piece in your
package. In addition, what does a
production manager have to do to
make sure the color piece fits with the
rest of the package?
1. Remember once again that if you are trying to match a
color on a coated stock brochure with
a color on an uncoated envelope or
letter, you may need to run a special
match, and you'll certainly need to
take the first piece that's completed
on the press check for the other
pieces. (The Paper Surface Comparison Guide, from the S.D. Warren
Company, contains some excellent
advice on choosing stocks that work
well together. For further general
information on putting together a
color piece, Warren's How To Plan
Printing is extremely helpful.)
2. Does the color piece fit in the envelope? Can it be
mechanically inserted? If not, what is
the upcharge for hand insertion?
3. How much does the color piece weigh, and how does
it affect your overall postage?
4. Is there a response device as part of the color piece? If
so, does it meet all the Business Reply
Mail requirements? If the piece has to
be returned, there will be pattern glue
and very exact folding requirements
that should be discussed with your
printer when he is estimating the job.
Also, if the customer will be writing
on the return portion, be sure to select
a matte or dull coated stock, as there
may be a problem writing on gloss.
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The word "lettershop" could be defined as "the organization that
prepares and assembles for mailing all the
material in a promotional effort." However, that
broad definition has been extended even further
to include, depending on the particular lettershop: list selection and maintenance;
impact, laser, or ink jet personalization; bursting, trimming, folding, inserting; sorting, tying,
bagging and delivery to the Post Office. Some
lettershops even purport to be "full-service"
and offer creative services and printing presses
under one roof.
Some of the special formats that will be discussed in Chapter 8
can only be printed, personalized and mailed
by a handful of suppliers in the U.S., so we
won't cover those in the lettershop chapter. We
don't consider list selection and database
management, as incredibly important as they
are in today's marketplace, to be a classic lettershop function, so we won't cover those,
either. What we will cover, as completely as
possible, is what happens to each piece of
paper in a mailing package after it's printed,
and how it may relate to future mailings and
advertising efforts to form a true "campaign."
Our first example is an extensive and artfully produced campaign
for the introduction of Bank of America's Apollo
account. Appropriately since this is an upscale
product, the look of the package (see photograph next page) is extremely rich and
tasteful. "The embossing and foil stamping on
both outer envelopes and internal pieces gives
it distinction and also provides continuity
between the several solicitation and fulfillment
packages." says Creative Director Martin Cohn.
The purpose of the Apollo campaign was to convince existing
credit card holders of Bank of America to try
this new account concept. An equally successful campaign for a totally different product
was the exciting Porsche poster campaign
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created by The Direct Marketing Agency.
(See page 52).
In order to capture the attention of potential Porsche buyers, the
agency sent bright red, glossy tubes. Inside,
recipients found a poster of an "arrest me" red
Porsche 944 bearing their own name personalized on the license plate. The tube also
PRESORTED
FIRST CLASS MAIL
US. POSTAGE PAID 35c
BANK OF AMERICA

included a personalized letter and reply card,
requiring a four way hand-match between letter,

Bank of America

reply card, license plate, and outside label.
It was hard to miss this one. "Our objective
was to inspire Porsche fantasies... and invite

m

Bank of America

recipients to come in for a test drive," said
Nancy Rogers of The Direct Marketing Agency,
who added, "response has been tremendous.
Everyone loves seeing their name on
a Porsche."

Dear Cardmember:

I am pleased to' welcome you
benefit of BankAmericard * Ca:
innovative new account has
offers you a substantial lin<j
rates, and the convenience o
Your Apollo membership bring
your new credit line. Use tl
activate your Account and tal
features:

Both of these campaigns—Apollo with its MICR-encoded
checks and Porsche with its complicated
matching and special insertion needs—created
special challenges for their lettershops.
These winning campaigns were produced suc-

__

- A 13.5% Annual Percenta<j
through your December 1
A variable rate based oj
—published -in The -Walrl—Si
6.95% will be in effect
January 1989 billing stJ
the enclosed material
description of Apollo fj
- No Annual Membership Fe

- Higher credit. Apollo •
amount of credit availal
of America. It is also
additional to - your Ba
card account.

cessfully because their production managers

- Convenient check access|
$350 up to your ava

knew how to select the appropriate suppliers for

- Low monthly minimum
take up to twice as
accounts to pay bac
balances.

the job.

- Flexible payments,
outstanding balance
payment or pay morel
prepayment penalty.

Production Notes
How do you select a lettershop? In order to make a good decision,
the production manager really has to go back to
the basics: what type of equipment will be
required to handle the project your creative people have designed, and which of the sources
available to you have that equipment?
In selecting a lettershop, as in selecting a printer, the receipt of an
equipment list is a necessity. Sometimes it's an
easy decision—if your carrier is a tube, as in the
Porsche mailing, the lettershop you choose will
have to offer hand bindery services in order to
handle the project. So you sort through the
equipment lists of trusted suppliers to see who

Bank of America NT&SA •

VIE T o APOLLO™ MEMBERSHIP!
[red BankAmericard" customer, the addiit andflexibilityof an Apollo Account is
pie for your immediate use. Just write out
personalized checks below—for at least
your available credit—to activate your
u must activate your account within
> keep your Apollo privileges.
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CREDIT LINE S 0 0 0 0 0
INTEREST RATE:

13,5% APR guaranteed through
Dec. 1988 billing statement.
APPLICATION REQUIRED:
None.

Apollo
Initial Solicitation
Bank Of America
180 Montgomery St.
San Francisco CA 94104

c of America

338311" i: l 2 lOQ035fli:0 i&« 15R ?=!••'

Apollo
Initial Solicitation
Bank Of America
180 Montgomery St.
San Francisco CA 94104

m

Bank of America
P.O. Box 777
Mundelein, IL 60060-0777

k of America
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Apollo
Initial Solicitation
Bank Of America
180 Montgomery St.
San Francisco CA 94104

-19-
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k of America
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bollo
pitial Solicitation
ink Of America
50 Montgomery S t .
in Francisco CA 94104
14104

OPTIONAL PAYMENT PROTECTION R A N .
Sign here to protect your Apollo Account balance in the event of
death, disability or involuntary unemployment by enrolling in the
optional Croup Credit Insurance Program offered by Central
States
of Omaha
Omaha as
as described
described on
on the
the reverse
reverse side.
You are
are elipiWelreiW" cr of
side. You
involuntary
—'
involuntary unemployment
unemployment insurano
insurano'--'
wages or
wages
or profit
profit 30
30 <*•—K~-

.-rTtW X\\

RE-ORDER FORM:
Box 777
J
-'- ; -,lL 60060-0777
lease send m. more persona
charge for ext

C\

L l „ rates-,
long as ^ V
tabic r a ^ ,
rL guaranteed
LXet 1988 b*&g^bVOU

pass?

ffulstandlngbj

' w o u\dormn—
P r t ^ c y « ^ . a o C 0 S e ordinary
bank * e c ^ ,

- or purcna^

L t as often as

LoW^eolSt

Eanyoutst^l^.
Pcreditbecomesa
again.

exclusively for , cUstoTners-

3?gt£f?
keep y o ^ ^ f ^ o o d standmgcard accounting
•••
*nltSCV oUr
£ o f f other credited

ton-your resources.
hreceweanAP
u t s t a n dkontb Y°u h a , ^ e the now
H^SSfadoutyo[payment ana sy
^ to
U-payn»em v

Cohn& Wells'
elegant, perfectly
coordinated Apollo
campaign for Bank
of America proves
that direct response
can be beautiful.

Who wouldn't love to
see their name on
the license plate
of a red Porsche?
The Direct Marketing
Agency created this
winning poster campaign.

offers that service.
Usually it's not that easy. The time to choose a lettershop is at the
same time you'll choose your other suppliers—at
the conceptual stage. When your art director
comes in with pencil sketches, that's the time to

•c=a£2
c*

ps

VAOHTH M A E W ^ ' "

sit him or her down with the envelope supplier,
the printer or printers and the lettershop to insure

1989

that the whole package works together from the
beginning. At that point, dummies can be made,
5

n%al»

B
£

one

o t

_ 0ne °x

templates drawn, tape formats discussed, timetables and budgets set, so that what is presented
to the client is an affordable, do-able package
av,aits-
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with a realistic deadline. The goal is: No
Surprises.
But we're getting ahead of our story. How did you select the

o , soon.

oU ,n a **•*•

lettershop?
1. Reliability and trust. This is a completely subjective criteria, of
course. But as with any other supplier, you
choose a lettershop with whom either you or
, ^48-300°

someone you respect has had positive dealings.
2. Volume capacity. No matter how much you want to work with
someone, if they can only put 25,000 pieces in
the mail per day and you need to drop 100,000
per day, you can't use them. Remember, when
considering a shop's capacity, that you will not
be the only customer putting work through at any
given time,
type of personalization equipment. Do you want to personalize
your pieces with laser, impact or ink jet? If you
select laser, for example, are you running a small
quantity of 8V2" x 11" letters? Then someone with
sheetfed laser equipment is probably going to be
the most efficient choice. If you're mailing a
larger volume, perhaps a continuous form laser
would be a better choice. If you have tip-ons or
glue on your forms, be sure you're using a lettershop with a cold fusion laser that won't melt
the glue.
4. Data processing capabilities: Can your lettershop accept your list
in almost any tape format? Or do they have strict
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Laser p,
provides a clean,
smooth look.

John Q. Sample
1234 Main Street
Anytown, USA 12345

requirements about their tape formats? This is
not a negative, but it's an important consideration. If your list supplier has to reformat tapes for
the lettershop, there may be an unacceptable
demand on the budget and schedule.
5. Type and quantity of bindery equipment. If you have special
bursting, folding or binding that has to be done

Computer
impact printing

John Q. Sample
1234 \our Street
Anyto*n# USA 12345

on the form after personalization, you'll have to
select a vendor with the proper equipment.

is inexpensive

6. Type and quantity of inserting equipment.

and practical

7. Special requirements. Both of the case histories that were dis-

for "match fill"

cussed in the creative section of this chapter

letters.

required very specialized equipment. The Apollo
check package required a vendor that was capa-

Ink jet imprinting is a dot

Mr. Sample A Sample
123 Main St.
Anytown, USA 12345

ble of personalizing and MICR encoding checks;
the Porsche campaign required hand-packaging.

matrix process

Neither of these are "standard" lettershop

often done

functions.

on press.

Let's presume, for the purpose of instruction, that we are putting
together a classic direct mail package—OGE,
BRE, personalized letter with a response piece
and a brochure. They have all been printed
according to what we've learned in previous
chapters and they look great. Now they're ready
for the final step in the process: lettershop.
Your lettershop should always receive a complete set of lettershop
instructions from you, which would include the
following:
Schedule: Be sure to allow plenty of time to
complete each function.
Dummy: To verify stock, size, folding, weight
and inserting position.
Personalization instruction: This should
include a position sample, like a forms chart.
Order of insertion
Arrangements for postage check
Specification of postage rate, sort, and
method: (Indicia, meter or stamp)
Seed names
Information on quantity and type of samples

This graphic

Creative

Creative

Creative

Creative

schedule is a
visualization of
the interaction
of creative, production, client
and suppliers
necessary for
a successful
direct mail
package.

Personalize

Burst/Trim

Mail
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requested, and quality control requirements.

Personalization
We've already covered a good deal of this in Chapter 4, but let's
review what has to be done to personalize the
letter properly. The letter forms should preferably
be the first materials delivered to the lettershop. If
they are, then they can be personalized, burst,
trimmed and folded while the other materials are
being printed. Let's assume you've done your job

If you are pro-

right and your supplier already has a forms chart
from you. By the time they receive the forms, they
should have received the tapes (along with a
layout and dump), and should have had time to
do any programming necessary to produce a
print tape. They can set up now and provide a
"proof of variables"—a sample letter showing
live name, address and any other programmed
variables that you can proof for accuracy. There
should be a "proof of variables" provided for
every version within the mailing, or from every
tape used, if there is more than one. This proof
should be checked carefully, not just for typos
and accuracy of the tape, but also for positioning
on the letter form and window position.
After that has been checked, the personalization can proceed. It's
probably best to do a lettershop check and be
there to pull forms for quality control throughout
the run, but if you can't do that, you should
request that the lettershop do it for you and provide you with copies of the quality control sheets.
After personalization, the letters have to be burst and trimmed (if
they're run in continuous form), and folded for
insertion in the envelope with the other pieces.

Inserting
In planning your mailing, you will have taken into consideration the
constraints of mechanical inserting equipment. If
you've worked closely with your lettershop, you
will know what their parameters are. The main

lion, name
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things you should keep in mind are that the
pieces to be inserted should be at least 1/4,/
smaller on each side than the envelope into
which they are being inserted. The more pieces
that are inserted, the bulkier the mailing will be,
and the pieces may have to be even smaller in
order to be included. You need to know how many
stations your lettershop's inserting equipment
has, to be sure that they can insert all of your
pieces in one operation. If you have an unusually
thick piece, be sure the inserting equipment can
pick it up.
Once all the materials arrive at the lettershop, you should request
that the lettershop send you a sample package,
with all the pieces inserted in the proper order,
facing the proper direction, etc. They should
know how to do this from the dummy and the
lettershop instructions, but this way, you can
sign off on the sample and confirm that it's
correct.
Again, you may want to be at the lettershop while insertion is being
done, or request that they pull quality control
samples for your inspection before mailing.

Preparation for the Post Office
Before your materials are taken to the Post Office, they must be
sorted according to the type of postage classification you have selected. For example, if you are
dropping a large number of pieces that are carrier
route presorted, they will have been run in a particular order and sorted according to their carrier
route per your tape. The lettershop will prepare
tags for each bag of mail, specifying its origin,

At the letter-

destination point, weight, and other information

shop, each

required by the Post Office. After the mail has

piece in your

been dropped, you should request "3602's,"

package is

which are the forms that the Post Office fills out

mechanically

confirming the number of pieces mailed, the date,

inserted in the

and the postal rate. Copies of these should be sent

order requested

to your client as confirmation of your mail date.

by you.

Specialties: Self-Mailers, Closed Face
Packages and Other Special Formats
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When we speak of "specialties'; we mean items that
are not a part of the classic mailing
package. There are often strategic
reasons to use a format that is unique
and tailored to your specific product.
When this is the case, there are suppliers that manufacture only these
customized forms. In order to use them
cost-efficiently, though, you should
have a large run, because these forms
are usually printed and personalized in-line, and the make-ready
costs are high. For the right product,
though, the rewards can be very high
as well.
The self-mailer illustrated here was a cooperative promotion for Oscar Mayer and the United
States Baseball Federation; it was
mailed to Moms to encourage them to
send in Oscar Mayer proof-of-purchases which in turn raised money and
bought equipment for their kids' softball teams. "Since it was a large
mailing, the self-mailer with envelope
was economical and simple to produce. The personalization was done
through the die-cut window on the
front," says production manager
Chris Michalek.
Oscar Mayer

Graphic Innovations in Westchester County, New York,

used this clever

specializes in these unique direct mail

format with die-

formats. An outgrowth of a business

cut window for

form, the "snap-pack" is an interesting

its Little League

format that is relatively inexpensive

promotion. The

and seems to get a response because

recipient simply

it has the look of an official document.

perfsoffthe

The snap-pack (see bottom of page

pre-formed BRE

63) shows the use of a carbon tissue

and sends his

to personalize only selected pieces of

response.

the package.
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When the California Culinary Academy wanted to sell
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a new line of gourmet cookbooks,
they went to a special format that
incorporated the features of a fullcolor envelope, a brochure, an
order blank and a BRE into one
piece. By running this piece in-line
with equipment that can handle
more than one web of paper at a
time, they ran both coated and
uncoated stock, and personalized
on the outside and inside in one
pass. The personalization was done
via ink jet, which is quite common
for this type of format.
Spiegel's new "Time-Saver" package, aimed at the
female credit card market, is a nice
example of the 6x9 closed face
envelope with several enclosures,
including a personalized letter.
There is a match code on the envelope that guides the bindery
equipment to insert only one of
each type of piece in each folder,
and ensures that the right letter
goes with the right envelope.
Various formats have been used for years in the catalog MOB market, but recently these
efforts have expanded more and
more toward innovative mail. A package for The City of Hope National
Medical Center was a custom format
that incorporated all their needs—a
California Culi-

personalized outer envelope, a built-

nary Academy

in reply envelope, a letter, a reply

sold a new line

card, and a "pop-up" Christmas

of cookbooks

card. The die-cut business reply

with this multi-

envelope made it possible for the

web special

response to come back to a specific

format piece.

City of Hope regional office.

Production Notes
These innovative formats are all so specialized that it is

The classic
snap-pack

next to impossible to give instruction

format is simple

on how to produce any one. The gen-

and effective for

eral rules of direct response production

the right product

are still in effect:
1. See as many new suppliers as you can, so that
you'll know who is capable of producing these specialties when the
need arises. Keep their samples and
glance through them for ideas when
the situation seems to require a
custom format.
2. Ask for a dummy or template from your sales rep once
the format has been determined. Don't
make your art director guess at how to
produce the mechanicals! You'll also
need the dummy made up on actual
stock in order to check for postage
weight.
3. Make sure you understand how and where the personalization can be applied to these forms.
There are often severe limitations on
image area and number of lines.
4. Provide for extra time in the schedule right up front.
There is a tremendous demand for
these formats, and a limited number of
plants that can produce them, so they
possibly won't be able to be as responsive as your local printer.
5. You may have to travel for these press checks, but by
all means go and spend time at the
plant—you'll learn about some fascinating processes and equipment.
6. Some of the standard stocks for these formats are not
very opaque, so you must take that
into consideration when designing the
piece. If you wish to order special
stock, that is often possible, but there
is a waiting period involved.

A variation on
the snap-pack,
this format uses
carbon to
impact personalize different
areas on the
various plies.
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The Marketplace: Catalogs
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Catalogs are mail order pieces, which pose slightly different
challenges than direct mail packages.
Although a catalog may appear to the
reader to be similar to an annual report or
brochure, it is definitely not the same
creature.
A catalog is the ink and paper equivalent of a retail store,
with many of the same sales objectives.
The cover is like a store window, where
you put your image out on the street and
entice the shopper to "come on in." Once
inside, you want them to browse through
the entire "store" without losing interest.
Your catalog design must be a delight to
the eye, showing your products in their
best possible light. Interesting treatment
of merchandise can slow or stop the
shopper's attention as he goes through
the pages.
Prime selling spaces in a catalog, as in a store, should be
considered when determining which merchandise goes on a page. Front and back
covers, inside front and back covers,
upper left corner of a page, upper right
corner of a page and the center spread are
considered to be the best selling areas of
the book. The merchant and his buyers
will probably determine product position,
but the creative team should take some
responsibility as well. Grouping merchandise by special theme, lifestyle, use or
even by color can lend interest and slow
the shopper down as he browses through
the catalog.
One good example of this is the spread at right from The
Crate and Barrel Spring and Summer catalog. The merchandise is sorted and
displayed by use and by color scheme,
i.e., the beach gear is all together, and the
overall color theme of the page is fur-
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The Crate and
Barrelcatalog
organizes
spreads by
product use and
color for a book
that's both
beautiful and
easy to use.
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store, The
Nature Company designs a
catalog that
expresses its
"natural"
image.

quoiseand pink.
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As we have seen throughout the Handbook, much of direct
mail is very copy-intensive. In catalogs, on
the other hand, the product is the star, so
the design, illustration and photography
are extremely important. The Nature Company (opposite page) has done a
magnificent job of walking the customer
through their unique store. The border
treatments on each spread are a unifying
force, and the fascinating products of the
Nature Company are displayed to their best
advantage. The overall effect is pleasant
and natural.
Saks Fifth Avenue, a fashion leader, designed a catalog with
the same look as their nationwide chain of upscale stores: clean, elegant and sophisticated.
Patagonia's fun-loving corporate image is played up in their
terrific catalog (page 70). The reader gets
caught up in the fantasy of wearing the
clothes in some exotic land, while kayaking, surfing or just having a good time
... this catalog creates a whole universe
for the shopper.
Our final example of unique catalog style is F.A.O. Schwarz
(page 72). This designer uses charming
illustrations from Maurice Sendak on the
cover and throughout the spreads of the
book as a unifying theme. Their 800
number is displayed clearly on each page
too, which make it much easier for the customer to make an "impulse buy."
One of the most important elements of the catalog is not

Saks Fifth Ave-

a very glamorous one—the mail order

nue maintains

blank, or MOB. The MOB must be

their reputation

designed so that it's easy for the shopper

as a fashion

to order, easy for the fulfillment house

leader with

to understand what to ship, and easy for

their elegant

the merchant to track the success of

Folio menswear

a catalog.

catalog.
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The mail order blank can also be an effective selling tool.
Williams-Sonoma, the highly successful
"catalog for cooks" uses their MOB to
promote inexpensive items that are not
glamorous, but are regular best-sellers. If
there is a need to test a merchandising
tie-in, the back of the MOB is a great spot
for testing.

Production Notes
After the art director conceptualizes the catalog, determines
the format and produces page layouts to
size, it's time for the production manager
to go to work. While photography is being
shot, the production person needs to
select paper stock, find out its availability
and cost, and produce a dummy on that
stock. Most catalogs are either digest-size
(51/2" by 81/2,") or approximately 8%" x
10%". It is important to weigh the dummy
before proceeding, as postage becomes
an extremely important cost factor in a
large catalog mailing. A wise production
manager keeps the client informed about
allot their postage costs.
Selection of a printer for your catalog, like any other supplier
selection, should be based on trust, service and quality as well as price. Some
other considerations:
1. Is this company an experienced catalog printer? Do they
have the proper presses and bindery
equipment to run your job?
2. Does this company have in-line personalization for your
mail order blank and the back cover of
your catalog? If so, how do they handle
your computer tapes? Can they affix a
peel-off Cheshire label to the back of the
catalog?
3. Do they have sorting, bagging and mailing facilities on
premises? If they do, could you save some
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Patagonia's catalog is as much
fun to read as
their clothes are
to wear.
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Illustrations by
Maurice Sendak
make this FA. 0.
Schwarz catalog
especially fun to
browse through.
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postage money by co-mingling your
mail with that of another customer on
a pre-sort?
Color separations and film work, as in any other large color
printing job, are incredibly important. Catalog photographs, with the exception of
fashion, should be shot to reproduction
size for the very finest quality color. The
separator can begin his work as the first
photo selections come through; that way,
spot color proofs and corrections should
flow through the schedule efficiently.
Many printers now have computerized layout systems that
set up an entire book, page by page,

The mail order

including space for perfect binding or

blank bound

saddle stitching on crossovers, automati-

into a catalog is

cally. By working with the separator and

extremely

the printer and looking at each signature

important—

in position, you can be aware of difficult

this is the cus-

crossovers or large color subjects on

tomer's means

opposing pages that could cause

of communica-

problems.

tion with the

The actual process of printing and press-checking is a famil-

seller. The

iar one to any production manager, so we

printer of the

won't cover that in this handbook. How-

MOB and the

ever, what follows is a list of questions

catalog printer

relating specifically to catalog production:

must work

1. Did you obtain bindery specifications from your catalog

closely together

printer? Do you know whether they're jog-

to ensure a

ging to the head or the foot, and how much

smooth produc-

head and/or foot trim they're taking?

tion process.

2. If you are buying your MOB directly, you will have to supply
answers to the bindery questions in #1 to
your MOB supplier. In fact, it's a good idea
to give the catalog printer a blueline of
the MOB to sign off on, so there won't be
any complications at bindery time.
3. Have you given your catalog printer a set of personalization
and mailing instructions? See production
notes in Chapter 7 (Lettershop).
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Action Devices

Items and techniques used in a mailing to initiate the response desired.

Audience

The total number of individuals targeted by a
promotion.

Back end Analysis

The analysis of responses and measurement
of a mailing's performance; information gained
here is used to build a buyer profile useful in
future mailings.

Bagging

Process whereby bulk mailers, having presorted
according to specific mailing criteria, place the
mail in USPS mail sacks labeled with the origin,
destination and content.

Bag Tag

A tag placed on a mail sack for the purpose of identifying both the origin and the destination point of
the mail contained therein.

Bangtail • Promotional envelope with a second flap which is perforated and designed for use as an order blank.
Basic Presort

The process of sorting third class mail to comply
with minimum USPS requirements. It is recommended that any mail that is not carrierrouted or 5-digit pre-sorted go through a basic
presort.

Bill Enclosure

Any promotional piece or notice enclosed with a
bill, an invoice or a statement; also called a
statement stutter.

BPI m A method of counting the number of characters that can be
stored on a magnetic tape.
Broadside

A single sheet of paper, printed on one side or two,
folded for mailing or direct distribution, and
opening into a single, large advertisement.

BRC

Business Reply Card. A response card returned to the
sender via prepaid Business Reply Mail.

BRE

Business Reply Envelope. Similar to Business Reply Card,
but formatted as an envelope.

Buck Slip

A promotional piece inserted in a mailing that consists of one single unfolded printed piece.

Bulk Mail

A category of Second, Third and Fourth Class Mail
involving a large quantity of identical pieces
which are specially processed before delivery to
the post office.

Bulk Rate
Bundle

A special postage rate attached to Bulk Mail.

records. The objective is to use the data in the

Several pieces of mail tied together at the lettershop and

computer record to tailor the message to a spe-

handled by the Post Office as a single piece
until the letter carrier sorts them to walk

cific individual.
Computer Service Bureau

sequence.
Bursting

providing general or specific data processing

The process of separating continuous forms into separate sheets by mechanically breaking the

services.
Continuous Form

perforations and removing pinfeeds.
Catalog

laser printer to allow insertion of variable infor-

tive details, prices and ordering information.

Cheshire Labels

and are perforated and folded at regular intervals.
Conversion

(1) Process of changing from one method of data

segment with relatively uniform economic and

processing to another, synonymous with refor-

social characteristics. It has clearly defined

matting. (2) To secure specific action such as

boundaries averaging approximately

a purchase from a name on a mailing list or as

1,200 households.

a result of an inquiry.

A piece of paper containing a name and

Co-Op Mailing

same envelope, with each participant sharing

and prepared in a special format (usually 4

mailing cost.

across and 11 down) for placement on indi-

C P I B Cost per inquiry.

vidual pieces of mail by a Cheshire machine.

CPO

Cost per order.

CPM

Cost per thousand.

A personalized mailing package that car-

ries an address imprinted directly onto the

Coupon

Part of an advertising promotion piece intended

envelope rather than being seen through a

to be filled in by the inquirer or customer and

window or printed on a label.

returned to the advertiser.

To assemble individual elements of a multiple part form

Digest Size

A "half-size" catalogue, approximately 51/2" by 81/2,"

in a particular order; or, to assemble individual
elements of a mailing in sequence for inserting.
Compiled List

which is printed and bound two-up.
Direct Mail

Any promotional effort using the Postal Service

Names and addresses derived from directories,

or other direct delivery service for distribution

newspapers, public records, etc. to identify
groups of people with something in common.

Computer Letter

A mailing of two or more offers included in the

address which is printed by a computer printer

Closed-Face Package

Collate

mation. Such forms have pinfeeds on each side

Small geographical area approved by the
Census Bureau, which contains a population

Form produced on a web press for the purpose of being fed through a computer, impact or

A book or booklet showing merchandise, with descrip-

Census Tract

An internal or external facility

of an advertising message.
Direct Response

Advertising, through any medium, designed

For example, a new home buyer's list is a com-

to generate a response by any means that

piled list.

is measurable.

Computer-printed message providing person-

Drop Date m The date on which a direct mail campaign is sched-

alized, fill-in information from a source file in
pre-designated positions.
Computer Personalization

Printing of letters or other promo-

uled to be at the Post Office.
Dummy

(1) A mock-up showing a preview of a printed piece,
showing placement and nature of the material

tional pieces by a computer using names,

to be printed. (2) A fictitious name with a

addresses, special phrases, or other informa-

mailable address inserted into a mailing list

tion based on data appearing in computer

to check on usage of that list.
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Dump

A hard copy print-out from a magnetic tape, used to

Expiration Date
FIM

been paid by the mailer. It indicates the class of

check record accuracy.

mail, permit number and either the entry post

The date that an offer or subscription expires.

office or the permit holder's name.

The bar codes in the upper right area of Business Reply

Ink Jet Printer

Mail, utilized for mechanical sorting.
Faced Mail

Fanfold

sprays a row of fine streams of ink to create a

Pieces of mail arranged so that all addresses
and/or meter imprints face the same direc-

dot matrix image.
Inserter

Machinery that mechanically inserts various mailing

tion. Bar Code and Zip Code scanners

package components into an outer envelope.

require this.

Inserters are limited by the number of pockets
they have; four to six pockets are average.

Method of folding forms or brochures like a fan;
also called an accordion fold. Continuous

Johnson Box

forms are always fanfolded.
First Class

delivery and costs the highest rate.

Folio

used to highlight a message.
Key Code

A group of letters, numbers, colors or other markings

Six or more pieces of mail pre-sorted to

used to measure effectiveness of specific lists,

the five-digit zip code level to obtain postage

offers, etc. Key codes are essential for tracking

discounts.

response.

(1) Page numbers of a book or catalog; (2) brochure,

Label

(1) Piece of paper containing the name and address of

magazine or catalog comprised of signatures

the recipient which is applied to a mailing for

consisting of two leaves with four pages

address purposes (2) piece of paper that is
capable of being peeled off and re-affixed to

Free-Standing Insert m A promotional piece loosely inserted or

another area of a promotional piece. It is used

nested in a newpaper or magazine.
Front-End

as an involvement device.

Direct marketing activities leading to an order or
contribution.

Fulfillment

Laser Printer

Processes necessary to receive, service and track

Personalized letter that is imprinted in its

labels.
Layout m Artist's sketch showing relative positioning of illustra-

entirety with the exception of the letterhead
and/or signature.

tions, headlines and copy.
Letterhead

Hard Offer m A promotion that asks for payment with an order.
House List

Any list of names owned by a company as a result

Impact Printer

Printed stationery. Usually includes a logo, a return
address and a phone number.

Lettershop

A business organization that handles the mechan-

of compilation, inquiry or buyer action that

ical details of mailings such as addressing,

is used to promote that company's products

imprinting, collating, etc. Many lettershops

or services.

offer some printing facilities and many offer

A computer-driven high speed printer that operates like a typewriter in that it strikes a type

some degree of creative services.
Letter Tray

character against paper with an inked ribbon
in between.
Indicia

Computer-driven personalization device that
utilizes a laser beam to print forms, letters or

orders sold via direct marketing.
Full Text Letter

Graphic device often used in direct mail letters
consisting of a box-shaped outline which is

USPS designation for mail that receives the fastest

Five-Digit Pre-Sort

A high-speed computer-driven printer that

port letter-sized mail.
Lift Letter

A notation on a mailing piece or envelope, authorized
by the USPS, that indicates postage has

Plastic or cardboard trays used to store and trans-

A small letter added to a direct mail promotion to lift
or increase, response. Also called a pub note.

Line Printer

Computer-driven machine that prints one line at a

.-•.-•-
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time in its entirety on continuous forms.
MOB

OGE

Outgoing envelope. The envelope used in a direct mail

Mail Order Blank. The order form that is inserted and/or

package to carry the package components to

saddle stitched into a catalog.
Magnetic Tape

Mailing List

Tape on which computer-readable data is elec-

the addressee.
Peel-Off Label

A self-adhesive label attached to a backing sheet

tronically stored via magnetic particles

which is attached to a mailing piece. The label

embedded in the tape; also called a mag tape.

is intended to be removed from the mailing piece
and attached to an order blank or card.

Compilation of potential customers prepared as a
list for use in a direct mail solicitation.

Personalization

Mail Order • Direct marketing business that uses the mail as its
primary vehicle for promoting and delivering

the name or other variable information.
Pinfeeds

Row of holes on each side of a continuous form, used to

goods and for communicating with its custom-

feed it through computer printers. Usually Vz" on

ers. Mail order firms may also accept orders

either side of the final trimmed size of the form.

via an 800 number promotion.
Match Fill

Pop-Up

Die-cut brochure or other piece of printed advertising

A name, address or other variables added by

designed to rise or "pop-up" when opened by the

personalization to a preprinted letter.
Merge/Purge

Meter

Process of combining two or more lists or files,

recipient.
Pre-Cancelled Stamps

mailing and used on many outer envelopes so

duplicates and eliminating unwanted records.

that it appears to be personal mail.
Premium

An item offered to the buyer, usually free or at a nominal price, as an inducement to purchase.

rized meter that stamps an image onto the
envelope identifying the mailer and the amount

Residuals

Pieces remaining from the total mailing after computer

of postage due.

presort of addresses has identified this portion
as being ineligible for discounts.

National Change of Address, USPS system for providing

Negative Option

change of address information to mailers via

Response Rate

magnetic tape.

Rollout

Percentage of responses from a mailing.

To mail the remaining portion of a mailing list after testing a small portion of the list successfully.

Selling technique in which shipments of
goods are made at regular intervals unless the

Seed Name

Name planted on a list by the list owner to monitor
the list and the progress of the mailing.

customer sends a refusal notice in advance
of each shipment.
Nesting

Placing one enclosure within another before inserting

Self-Mailer

A direct mail piece mailed without the envelope.

Tape Dump

A hard-copy printout of data from a mag tape to
be edited and checked for readability, consis-

in the mailing envelopes.
Nixie

tency, etc.

A mailing piece returned to a mailer by the USPS
because of an incorrect or undeliverable name

Teaser Copy

Copy on the OGE that induces the reader to open the
envelope and read the contents.

and address.
Nth Name Selection

Extraction of a sample from a list of names

Third-Class Mail

Offer

tions weighing less than one pound.

Optical character recognition. Machine identification
of printed characters through use of light-

Tip-On

sensitive devices.

Zip Sort

The terms promoting a specific product or service.

Mail delivery provided by the USPS for bulk mail
such as catalogs and other direct mail promo-

on an interval basis.
OCR

Postage stamps cancelled in advance of

simultaneously identifying and/or combining

To apply postage to a mailing piece through an autho-

NCOA

Individualizing of direct mail pieces by adding

An item (like a plastic card) glued onto a printed piece.
Lettershop terminology for sorting letters in the order of
the addressees'zip code.
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The Handbook of Direct Response was designed by John Cleveland
of Bright & Associates, Santa Monica, California.
The text for this handbook was written by Cathy Clifton of WCRS
West of San Francisco, California.
Bruce Donald and Bonnie Ellison of Brooster & Associates,

The S.D. Warren Company would like to express their appreciation
to the following individuals and companies:
Acme Printing Company
Adpak
AgrewMoyer Smith, Inc.

San Francisco, California created the concept

Albert Kessler & Company

and managed the marketing and production

American Express

of this book.

American In-Line

This Handbook supports the philosophy of production partnership
in the creative/marketing process in the Graphic
Arts industry.

April Greiman, Inc.
Architectural Digest
Barbara C.Thomason
Barbara Leven, Inc.
BBK
Benedict Norbert Wong, Inc.
Boyde Design & Marketing
Brierly & Partners
Brookshore Litho
Buffington & Rizzo
Butler, Kosh & Brooks
Campbell Ewald
Chapman, Stone & Adler
Charles Schwab
Christiansen & Fritsch
Christine Hunter
Clark Marketing Direct, Inc.
CNA Insurance Company
Cohn& Wells
Columbia Direct Marketing Corporation
Community Benefits Corporation
Coppola Communications Company, Inc.
Corporate Communications Group
Cosgrove& Associates
CRS Advertising
David M. Meeker
Dean Powell Advertising
Dell Computer Corporation
Dependable Direct, Inc.
Design Vectors Marketing & Communications
Designers West
Diagram Design and Marketing
Direct Marketing Creative Guild, New York
Direct Marketing Solutions, Inc.
Direct Marketing Associates
Direct Marketing Agency, Inc.
Doubleday Book Club

The Handbook of Direct Response was printed in four color

Eastern Exclusives Inc.

process plus a matched color plus spot gloss

FA.O.Schwarz

varnish on Lustro Dull 100 lb. and Lustro

Fabian & Partners

Gloss Cover 100 lb.

FEC/Service Marketing

Federal Express

Pentagram

Fidelity Investments

People Magazine

Finegold Direct Marketing

Perkins Butler Direct

First Deposit National Bank

Pickett Communications, Inc.

Floathe & Associates

Powell Advertising

Follis Design

PressTime

Forms Engineering Company

Prodigy

Frankel & Company

Ray Gillie

Frankfurt Gips Balkind

Response Communication Group

Gene Cowell & Associates

Richard Harbert

Gevalia Kaffee

Rob Dyer Group, Inc.

Goff & Associates

Rogers Binding and Mailing

Graphic Innovations

Rogers Merchandising, Inc.

Grey Direct

Rusty Kay & Associates

Group 243 Design

Saatchi&Saatchi Direct

HDM Worldwide Direct

Saks Fifth Avenue

Helen Shoburn Inc.

San Francisco Art Director's Club

Herring/Newman Inc.

Smithsonian Institute

Hershey Associates

Stan Evenson Design

Hornstein Rossi Associates/Direct Marketing

Suzanne Hansen

Huerta Design

Sytex

Inland Computer Graphics

Taurus Direct Marketing

Jefferies Associates

Tension Envelope

John Williams & Associates

Texas Direct Inc.

Johnson & Quinn

The Direct Mail Marketing Services

Kamstra Communications, Inc.

The Crate and Barrel

Kathleen Elsey, Inc.

The Carnegie Hall Corporation

Ken Fields

The Viqueze Company

Ken Godat Design

The Griffin Agency

Kobs& Draft Advertising

The Gap, Inc.

Landis Design

TOPS

Lane Publishing/Sunset Magazine

Transkrit Corporation

Leo Chick Direct

U.S. News & World Report

Leo Burnett & Company

Unique Printers

Lowe Marschalk Inc.

US West Cellular

Margot Stein Associates

Viacom FCB

Marketing Corporation of America

Wayne Hunt Design

Marketing By Design

WCRS West

Metromail Corporation

Webcraft

Montando & McCallister

Weisz, Yang, Dunkelberger, Inc.

Nancy Bird

White & Associates

Nash Direct Inc.

Williams-Sonoma

North American Communications

Williamson & Associates

Northwind Productions

Windy City Communications

Office of the Postmaster General

Wolff Associates

Orlie, Hill & Cundall

YamamotoMoss, Inc.

Oscar Mayer
Patagonia
PC's Unlimited, Inc.
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Paper Merchants
Alabama
Dillard Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.
Huntsville
Sloan Paper Co.
Athens Paper
Madison
Strickland Paper Co.
Mobile
Unijax, Inc.
Alaska
Zellerbach
Anchorage
Arizona
Zellerbach
Phoenix
Tucson
Zellerbach
Arkansas
Little Rock
Western Paper Co.
California
Zellerbach
Fresno
Los Angeles
LaSalle Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Zellerbach
Sacramento
Zellerbach
San Diego
Zellerbach
San Francisco
Colorado
Colorado Springs Dixon Paper Co.
Denver
Carpenter Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Grand Junction Dixon Paper Co.
Connecticut
Bridgeport
Lindenmeyr-Munroe
South Windsor
Carter Rice
Lindenmeyr-Munroe
Carter Rice
West Haven
Florida
Palmer Paper Co.
Jacksonville
Zellerbach
Miami
Palmer Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Palmer Paper Co.
Orlando
Zellerbach
Palmer Paper Co.
Tampa
Zellerbach
Georgia
Atlanta
Dillard Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.
Augusta
Dillard Paper Co.
Columbus
Sloan Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Macon
Dillard Paper Co.
Rome
Hawaii
HOPACO
Honolulu
Zellerbach
Idaho
Dixon Paper Co.
Boise
Zellerbach
Illinois
Decatur Paper Company
Champaign
Bradner Smith & Co.
Chicago
Leslie/Chicago Paper Div.
Hobart/Mclntosh Paper Co.
LaSalle Messinger Paper Co
Midland Paper Co.
Decatur Paper Company
Decatur
Peoria
Tobey Peoria Paper Co.

Rock Island
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
South Bend

Birmingham

Cedar Rapids
Des Moines
Sioux City
Topeka
Wichita
Lexington
Louisville

Baton Rouge
Broussard
New Orleans
Shreveport

Portland

Baltimore
Landover
Savage
Billerica
Boston

Worcester
Detroit
Grand Rapids
Lansing
Saginaw
Minneapolis

Jackson
Kansas City
St. Louis
Springfield
Billings
Great Falls
Lincoln
Omaha

Las Vegas

Leslie Paper
Indiana
Taylor Martin Papers
Crescent Paper Co.
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
Iowa
Midwestern Paper Co.
Leslie Paper
Midwestern Paper Co.
Midwestern Paper Co.
Kansas
Midwestern Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Kentucky
Athens Paper
Athens Paper
Louisville/Southeastern Paper Co.
Louisiana
Butler Paper
Butler Paper
Palmer Paper Co.
Butler Paper
Western Paper Co.
Maine
C.H. Robinson Co.
Carter Rice
Maryland
Baltimore-Warner Paper Co.
Butler Paper
Stanford Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Wilcox Walter Furlong Paper Co.
Massachusetts
C.H. Robinson Co.
Carter Rice
The Century Paper Co., Inc.
Lindenmeyr-Munroe
Carter Rice
Michigan
Chope-Union Paper Co.
Seaman-Patrick Paper Co.
Carpenter Paper Co.
Quimby-Walstrom Paper Co.
Copco Papers/Dudley Division
Copco Papers/Dudley Division
Minnesota
Leslie Paper
Inter-City Paper Co.
Mississippi
Sloan Paper Co.
Missouri
Midwestern Paper Co.
Tobey Fine Papers
Shaughnessy-Kniep-Hawe Paper Co
Tobey Fine Papers
Midwestern Paper Co.
Montana
Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Nebraska
Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Nevada
LaSalle Paper Co.
Zellerbach

Check the title description that most closely describes your position.
• Executive Management (Z1)
• Purchasing Agent (17)
• Advertising Manager (12)
n Account Executive (Z8)
n Production/Traffic/Printing Manager (Z3) • Sales Web Printing (ZF)
• Art Director (Z4)
• Sales Sheet fed printing (ZG)
• Artist (Z5)
• Marketing Manager (Z9)
• Copywriter (Z6)
• Estimator (ZE)
Check the one category which best describes your company.
• Industrial or Consumer Advertising (01) • Magazine Publisher (07)
D Advertising Agency (02)
• Publication Printer (08)
• Designer or Design Group (03)
• Book Publisher (09)
• Direct Mail Service (04)
• Book Manufacturer (10)
• Direct Marketer (05)
• Sheet fed Printer (11)
• Catalog Printer (06)
• Web Printer (12)

D
•
•
a

Communications Manager (ZA)
Instructor (ZB)
Photographer (ZC)
Other (ZD)

nlnplant Printer (13)
• Quick Printer (15)
• School or University (16)
• Other

(17)

For additional copies of the Handbook of Direct Response Production mail in this card or contact your local merchant.
(See listing on page 84.)
Name

Title

Company
Idea Exchange Membership Number

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

• Are you a member of The Idea Exchange? If you'd like to be tied into this nationwide production information network, check
the box at the left.
D If you'd like to place your best direct mail packages in the Idea Exchange Library of Printed Ideas, check the box at the left
and someone from the Idea Exchange will contact you. An exchange is a two-way street, and we'd love to hear from our
members about great direct response ideas.

Check the title description that most closely describes your position.
• Executive Management (Z1)
• Purchasing Agent (17)
• Advertising Manager (12)
• Account Executive (Z8)

• Production/Traffic/Printing Manager (Z3) • Sales Web Printing (ZF)
• Art Director (Z4)
• Artist (Z5)
• Copywriter (Z6)

• Sales Sheet fed printing (ZG)
• Marketing Manager (Z9)
• Estimator (ZE)

•
•
•
•

eg

Communications Manager (ZA)
Instructor (ZB)
Photographer (ZC)
Other (ZD)

Check the one category which best describes your company.

• Industrial or Consumer Advertising (01) • Magazine Publisher (07)
•
•
•
•
•

Advertising Agency (02)
Designer or Design Group (03)
Direct Mail Service (04)
Direct Marketer (05)
Catalog Printer (06)

•
•
•
•
•

Publication Printer (08)
Book Publisher (09)
Book Manufacturer (10)
Sheet fed Printer (11)
Web Printer (12)

nlnplant Printer (13)
• Quick Printer (15)
• School or University (16)
• Other

(17)

For additional copies of the Handbook of Direct Response Production mail in this card or contact your local merchant.
(See listing on page 84.)
Name

Title

Company
Idea Exchange Membership Number

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

• Are you a member of The Idea Exchange? If you'd like to be tied into this nationwide production information network, check
the box at the left.
• If you'd like to place your best direct mail packages in the Idea Exchange Library of Printed Ideas, check the box at the left
and someone from the Idea Exchange will contact you. An exchange is a two-way street, and we'd love to hear from our
members about great direct response ideas.
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Zellerbach
New Hampshire
Carter Rice
Concord
Lindenmeyr-Munroe
Manchester
New Jersey
Bulkley Dunton
Lyndhurst
Central Paper Co.
Newark
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Rutherford
Trenton
Central Paper Co.
New Mexico
Dixon Paper Co.
Albuquerque
New York
Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Albany
Binghamton
Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Seneca Paper Co.
Ailing and Cory
Buffalo
Seneca Paper Co.
New York City
Ailing and Cory
Baldwin Paper Co.
Bulkley Dunton
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Marquardt&Co., Inc.
Rochester
Ailing and Cory
Seneca Paper Co.
Syracuse
Ailing and Cory
Seneca Paper Co.
Utica
Ailing and Cory
North Carolina
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Charlotte
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Greensboro
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Raleigh
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Wilmington
Dillard Paper Co.
Winston-Salem Dillard Paper Co.
Ohio
Cincinnati
Cordage Papers/Cincinnati Division
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
Ailing and Cory
Cleveland
Millcraft Paper Co.
Columbus
Cordage Papers/Columbus Division
Cuyahoga Falls Millcraft Paper Co.
Dayton
Cordage Papers/Dayton Division
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
Toledo
Commerce Paper Co.
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City Western Paper Co.
Tulsa
Western Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Oregon
Portland
Zellerbach
Pennsylvania
Allentown
Ailing and Cory
Erie
Ailing and Cory
Harrisburg
Ailing and Cory
Lancaster
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Ailing and Cory
Philadelphia
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Pittsburgh
Ailing and Cory
Cordage Papers/Pittsburgh Division
Scranton
Ailing and Cory
Rhode Island
Pawtucket
Carter Rice
The Rourke-Eno Paper Co., Inc.
Rumford
Reno

Charleston
Columbia
Greenville

Chattanooga
Knoxville
Memphis
Nashville

Amarillo
Austin
Dallas
El Paso
Fort Worth
Houston
Lubbock
San Antonio
Waco
Salt Lake City

Burlington
Bristol
Lynchburg
Norfolk
Richmond
Roanoke
Seattle
Spokane
Huntington
Appleton
Madison
Milwaukee
New Berlin

South Carolina
Dillard Paper Co.
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.
Tennessee
Athens Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.
Cordage Papers/Knoxville Div.
Dillard Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Athens Paper
Cordage Papers/Nashville Division
Sloan Paper Co.
Texas
Dixon Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Utah
Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Vermont
Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Virginia
Dillard Paper Co.
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Dillard Paper Co.
Washington
Zellerbach
Zellerbach
West Virginia
Cordage Papers/Huntington Division
Wisconsin
Universal Paper Corp.
Universal Paper Corp.
H.M. Bouer Paper Co.
Reliable Paper Co.
Universal Paper Corp.

Export and Foreign
New York City N. Y Moller & Rothe, Inc.
Canada
Calgary
Barber-Ellis
Edmonton
Barber-Ellis
Lespapiersgraphiques
Montreal
Ottawa
Buntin Reid Paper
Regina
Barber-Ellis
Saskatoon
Barber-Ellis
Buntin Reid Paper
Toronto
Graphic Papers
Vancouver
Barber-Ellis
Winnipeg
Barber-Ellis
New Zealand
B.J. Ball (N.Z.) Ltd.

S.D. Warren Company
A Subsidiary of Scott Paper Company
225 Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

